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A romantic suspense
anthology like no other! Four stories, one
event and four dangerous missions on the
same night.
Its Inauguration Night.
Glamorous balls throughout the nations
capital celebrate a landmark event. The
town and nation are in the mood to
celebrate. But not everyone is so pleased.
A home-grown sect known as the Red
Mantle plan to make it an event to
remember for their reasons. As their assault
succeeds it will be up to those attending the
ball to step up and face the fanatics, or die
trying. UNMASKED: An Edgars Family
Novella by Suzanne Ferrell Abigail
Whitson and Luke Edgars are working an
undercover operation during the inaugural
ball in an attempt to discover who has
stolen land to air missiles before they can
be sold to a brokertheir target for the night.
When the playboy arms dealer arrives at
the ball, his bodyguard turns out to be
someone from Lukes past. That isnt the
only surprise of the night. When the ball is
invaded by terrorists, Abby and Luke find
themselves trying to extract the arms dealer
from the fray to protect their mission, while
they also risk their lives to protect
innocents from the carnage.
DEATH
UNDER GLASS: a Deadly Charms
Novella by Jeanne Adams Edward Millner
and his girlfriend Retta Geminous, are
celebrating a glittering inaugural. When
Red Mantle terrorists take the ballroom,
both bullets and glass start flying. Edward
and Retta help the agents still standing
retake the ballroom, but casualties are high.
Can Edward face his demons and use his
former Special Forces medical skills to
save the night? Can Retta and Edward
overcome their troubled hearts in the face
of certain death? DANGERS EDGE: An
Arachnid Files Novella by Nancy
Northcott When terrorists disrupt the
inaugural ball, new Arachnid Agency
operative Kelsey Mitchell tables her
planned undercover operation and works to
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bring help into the hotel. Her only ally is
Greg Reed, an FBI agent on medical leave
after being shot during a robbery. Kelsey
dreads making a novice mistake, and Greg
is afraid hes lost his edge. Attraction flares
between them though Kelsey knows the
Feds disapprove of people who work for
her freewheeling agency. Together, she and
Greg must fight their demons and the
terrorists to gather intel for the FBI and
create a safe landing zone for a rescue
force. Can they succeed against
overwhelming odds, or will the battle cost
one or both their livesor their hearts?
LETHAL TARGET: An Armed & Deadly
Novella by J.D. Tyler FBI Special Agent
Dalton McCoy is playing a deadly game,
working undercover for Methan, leader of
the extremist terrorist group, the Red
Mantle. Hell stop at nothing to keep
Methan and his men from achieving their
goal of bringing down key members of the
government. When Daltons plans come to
an unexpected head at the glittering
inaugural ball, he doesnt count on
tenacious reporter Jolie Montfort placing
herself in Methans line of fire as well. Now
the agent must take out the terrorist leader
and get them both to safety before its too
late This anthology is brilliant, well
written and seamless as we journey from
one story to the next. Each author brings
her own voice and style, and the
collaboration is absolutely genius. Every
detail is figured out from beginning to end
and there are no loose ends. From the hotel
layout to the plot that weaves into and out
of each story, it all works and leaves you
satisfied with a crazy Inaugural and a
bunch
of
hunky
agents!
--BooksILoveALatte.com Unique in its
story format, the stories within a story grab
us by the collar and toss us into the action
on inauguration night with bad guys--lots
of bad guys--coming after the president.
These talented authors coordinated their
efforts...and each player peels back another
layer, adding suspense to the mix - USA
Today HEA Blog
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same night. Its Inauguration Night Glamorous balls throughout the nations capital Capitol Danger (English Edition)
eBook: J. D. Tyler, Jeanne Adams Capitol Danger A romantic suspense anthology like no other! Four stories, one event
and four dangerous missions on the same night. Its Inauguration Night. Capitol Danger - J. D. Tyler, Jeanne Adams,
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